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KGB&W 2-8-0 #49 leaves
Green Bay with a
westbound freight.

She would eventually
end up at the MidContinent Railway
Museum at North
Freedom, WI. Read how
beginning on Page 3
Roy Campbell
Used with permission
of Merrill Publishing Co

4-4-0 #24 out of service
at Green Bay with a
boarded up cab and
minus main rods.
Behind the 24 sits a
GB&W Seley wood
hopper loaded with
locomotive coal. See
page 10 for more
information about
these hoppers.

Roy Campbell
Used with
permission
of Merrill Pub Co
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HOW TO CONTRIBUTE TO GBW LINES
Written material is best submitted by email or by USPS on
a disk. This does NOT mean that type or hand written
material is not welcome, all material is welcome. Typed
material can be scanned into an editable document. Should
you chose to send a handwritten item, please remember
that the editor (the old, weak-eyed, hunt and pecking
editor) must key it into a document. Please keep such
material short and readable.
Photographs, drawings, maps, etc. may be submitted by
email or disk. I can accept most formats but prefer tif or
jpeg files. I can also use Photoshop (psd) or Corel PHOTOPAINT (cpt) and Acrobat (pdf) files. Use as high a
resolution as you can, keeping file size in mind. The higher
the resolution the better the reproduction in print will be.
Use at least 150 if possible. Please refrain from using
bitmaps as they are huge and not easily edited. You may
send the original photos or other item to me for scanning
and I will return them using my stamp. If you have
questions on format or anything else regarding material
you wish to submit contact me by email, phone, letter,
smoke signal or whatever and I will be happy to assist
you.
-John Hagen, Editor
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Presidents Comments
I would like to thank all of you for supporting the GBWHS
these past two years, both through your membership and
kind words. We still have a long way to go before we
become the organization that I would like to see us become.
But this will happen eventually. As we approach our second
election and annual meeting, I want to thank some members
that were active in their support of the GBWHS.
First there is our vice president Jesse Fameree. Jesse has
been here from day one, taking an active role in organizing
the GBWHS, becoming a board member and officer of our
group, and being involved in most of our group projects.
And behind the scenes, Jesse has been there as a friend and
often, a cheerleader that helped to keep me encouraged at
times.
I can not tell you how much it meant for the success of
our organization when John Hagen took on the burden of
editing our newsletter. This is now our seventh issue and I
hope that John will be able to continue as editor for many
more years. John has also been a great friend, adviser, and
supporter behind the scenes.
Andy Laurent took on the A&W refrigerator car project
and has his personal touch on every one of the cars. Adding
the black roofs and red side sills, that did not come painted
on the cars from the factory. Andy is another member that
has been actively involved from the beginning and his
counsel behind the scenes has also been very valuable.
There are many others that have helped and are
stepping up to help as we grow, Randall Jacques with
membership records, Todd McGonagle, John DeBeck are
some of you that have, or are helping us to grow as an
organization.
To those of you that I named, and those of you whose
names slipped my mind as I write this, thank you!
-Bob Hainstock, President

President Bob Hainstock mans the GBWHS booth at the MAD
CITY SHOW held on February 21st & 22nd . The show proved
fruitful as there were some new registrations plus several A&W
Reefer sales and members renewals. Note one of the two new
signs Bob purchased.
-David Leider Photo

Saving the KGB&W 49
By Robert C. Welke

ALCO HISTORIC PHOTOS
JOHN HAGEN COLLECTION
In the late 1920’s the Green Bay route was making plans to become a competitor for traffic around Chicago and as part of that plan,
purchased a pair of 2-8-0’s from the American Locomotive Company, number 49 for the KGB&W and number 69 for the GB&W.
The pair were completed in Schenectady in March 1929 and the 49 arrived on the property on April 15th, going into service the
next day. Along with sister 69 the consolidation was put to work hauling the fast time freight loaded with Ford frames and auto parts
for the assembly plant in St. Paul. The 49 earned a reputation amongst GB&W hoggers as being a good, strong engine and memories
of her 55-inch drivers rolling a mile a minute were common. She could roll.
With the arrival of the 400-class 2-8-2’s the two consolidations were renumbered, with the 49 becoming the 350 on November 2,
1936 and sister 69 becoming the 351. Bumped off the Ford road trains once the 400’s arrived, the pair found themselves assigned to
way freight and branch line duty.
After WWII the Green Bay Route committed itself to diesel power and one by one, the steam engines were sold off for scrap. The
49 would serve the Green Bay Route for 21 years, finishing its career arriving at Norwood on March 20, 1950 on a work extra that had
been driving piles between Scandinavia and Manawa.
With the end of steam
near, the GB&W sold the
350 for $9000 to Consolidated Water Power & Paper
Co. on November 14, 1950
(rumor persists that the 350
ran under her own power
from Norwood to the Consolidated Mill in Wisconsin
Rapids). Sister 351 would
become the last engine under steam on the GB&W,
arriving in Norwood on
April 21, 1950 with a work
extra from Arcadia. It was
sold to the Ahnapee &
Western (and was also rumored to have run off the
property) and was retired by
the A&W in 1953. The 350
had become the final steam
engine of the Green Bay
H.K.Vollrath Collection
Route.
Consolidated continued to operate the 350 as a switch engine until 1957 when it was retired and donated to the City of Wisconsin
Rapids and placed in the Municipal Zoo Park. Money for the move to the Zoo was raised by donations. Children donating money
would receive a “Junior Engineer’s Certificate” from the Old Smokey & Zoo Park Railroad authorizing them perpetual free transportation from “Here to Nowhere” on the Zoo Railroad.
I had been aware of the 350’s existence and visited it several times at the Zoo. After becoming involved with Mid-Continent RailVOLUME 2, NUMBER 3 PAGE 3

way
Historical
Society in the late
60’s I learned
there were a couple
of
other
GB&W fans in
the group and
together
we
hoped and waited
for the day that
Wisconsin Rapids
might give up the
old girl.
Finally in 1979
word came that
the Zoo was looking at expanding
Spike D. Rails, and the 350 was
President,
in the way of that
ROBERT WELKE COLLECTION
Coal N. Water,
Robert C. Welke Collection
development and
Secretary
would have to be
moved. Stan Mailer and Ray Buhrmaster contacted Bill McLaughlin of the Wisconsin Rapids Chamber of Commerce who championed our cause with the City Council. After much discussion, Dick Goddard, then the MCRM General Manager, attended a meeting
of the City Council on June 9, 1981 when the Council voted to donate the 350 to the museum. The prize was ours!
With the engine secured, plans moved ahead to ready the engine for the move to North Freedom. Several work trips to Wisconsin Rapids were needed to ready the engine; the main rods were removed for transportation, axles repacked and the brake system
made operational.
As expected, the brake rigging was frozen with rust and I was entrusted with a key to the 49’s gate and would go to the Rapids on
Tuesday nights to oil the rigging and again stop by on my way to the museum Friday nights. By early fall the rigging had freed up
and the brake stand had been rebuilt, the control valve replaced and other items were removed for transportation.
The weekend of October 10-11, 1981 was set for the task of removing the engine from the Zoo. Unfortunately, the path the 350
had taken into the Zoo could not be used as trees had been planted and could not be removed. Also, the 350 had come down the
C&NW tracks, which had also since been removed in favor of trackage rights on the Soo Line. Since Mid-Continent was on the
C&NW, it would be an all C&NW move, but the Soo Line had to be contacted as their main line would need to be broken to get the
engine onto the live track.
The City of Wisconsin Rapids agreed to close Gaynor Street on the north side of the Zoo and provide a bulldozer to level out a
The Junior Engineers Certificate reads
“This is to certify that Donna Haferman has qualified for the title of Junior Engineer of the Old Smokey & Zoo Park Railroad,
having contributed to the fund for transporting "Old Smokey" the last steam engine operating in the City of Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.,
to its final
resting place
in
the
Municipal Zoo
Park in said
city.
As a
J u n i o r
Engineer the
holder of this
certificate is
entitled to a
perpetual free
pass
for
transportation
from Here to
Nowhere on
said railroad “

Robert C. Welke Collection
rough grade and move the engine. A large group of museum members descended on the Zoo on Saturday morning and began to lay
temporary track using rails from the recently removed C&NW “Marsh” line to Bancroft. As the morning progressed a number of the
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Street Department personnel came to see how
things were going and soon more equipment began
to arrive. What started out as a bulldozer soon became a large part of the city’s fleet.
Because of the angle that the 350 would now leave
the Zoo grounds it became necessary to turn the
engine to allow it to meet up with the Soo Line
main. We would pull the engine as far forward as
we could, then use the bulldozer to shove the track
behind the engine over, pull it back, shove the track
ahead over and go ahead again until the proper angle was obtained. By afternoon the 350 sat next to
the Soo Main.
The agreement with the Soo Line was that their
section crew would have to break their main line
and do all of the work to connect the track, but
when their three man section arrived Sunday mornRobert C. Welke Collection ing they found a couple of dozen Mid-Continent
members armed with air
spikers and heavy machinery waiting to help.
It didn’t take much convincing to have them
supervise and let us do
the work. In short order
the 350 sat on the main
line.
On the morning of
October 12th we waited
and shortly before 9 am
C&NW GP9m 4333
appeared to take the 350
into the yard. I was the
lucky sole who got to
ride the cab from the
Zoo into the yard and I
can still recall the surprised look on the
GB&W switch crew’s

Robert C. Welke Collection
faces when we went
across the diamond with
the 350 in tow.
We sat for the day in the
Rapids Yard and checked
as much as we could on
the engine from the short
trip across town. It was
dark before 497 arrived at
the Rapids and made up
outbound train 498 with
three units followed by the
350. A conversation was
held with the crew about
keeping the speed to no
more than 10 MPH to Nekoosa Jct. where we
wanted the train to stop so
we could inspect the engine. At that point if
Robert C. Welke Collection
things were running well
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Robert C. Welke Collection
we’d increase the speed to 20 MPH for a few
miles, stop again at Babcock and so on as we felt
comfortable. The train would be on the recently
rebuilt section of the Milwaukee Road Valley
Division (the C&NW ran trackage rights over the
Valley from Necedah to Wisconsin Rapids) and
track speed was 49 MPH.
The train departed and we followed in the
museum’s hyrail truck. Watching from a couple
of crossings the 350 seemed to be rolling well so
we headed to Nekoosa Jct for the inspection. We
could see 498’s headlight coming at 10 MPH, but
as the train approached we could hear the
567’s start to rev up. By the time 498 passed
us they were doing better than 25 and accelerating; the C&NW crew wasn’t going to let the
good track speed go to waste.
Robert C. Welke Collection
We headed out of Nekoosa and caught up
with the train in the cranberry bogs west of town and paced them making all of the legal 49 MPH with the 350 hanging on for dear
life, red wheels and silver side rods just a blur – certainly not what we planned for an engine that hadn’t moved in 24 years!
Our rider got the crew to stop at Babcock and we descended upon the 350. Other than the fact that one cellar (the assembly holding the block grease against the drivers axle) had partly stuck and was quickly freed, the old girl was running cool. The crew explained that the Milwaukee 246 (their time freight out of Wausau) was right behind them and they needed to get going and not delay
246. Since the old girl was running OK, we let them fly and followed her down the Valley at nearly 50, around the loop at Necedah
and we were in Adams shortly after midnight.
The next day we were picked up and taken to Wyeville and set out to wait for the Thursday night local to take us to Elroy. We
arrived at Elroy early Friday morning and in mid-afternoon the local out of Madison arrived and it was again my turn to ride with the
engine to North Freedom (although, this time in the cab of the local’s geep). Saturday morning October 17, 1981 we pulled the interchange and brought the 350 onto the museum grounds to await restoration.
-Robert C. Welke
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Green Bay and Western Historical
Society, Inc
A 501c Non-Profit, Wisconsin Corporation

ANNUAL MEETING
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2009
6:45 PM

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Reception and Social
Cash Bar until 9:45 PM
7:30 PM
Dinner - Family style
8:30 PM
Report of Nominating Committee
and Nomination of Candidates
8:45 PM
Election of new Board of Directors
9:00 PM
Program
Dave & JoAnne Gehrke
“Memories of the FVR”
Informative and entertaining anecdotes of the FVR and its
trainmen in the West Bend area during their last year of operation.
Dinner will be family style and will include
Broasted Chicken & Tenderloin Tips with all the trimmings
Tickets will be $17.00/person.
See newsletter insert for ordering information
Don’t miss this night of good food, entertainment and
socializing with other GB&W enthusiasts
at
The Rock Garden
In the Comfort Suites Hotel
1951 Bond Street, Green Bay, WI 54303-4627
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HI-BALLING THE FRV IN WEST BEND 2009 STYLE
BY

JOHN HAGEN
Dave Gehrke is running FRV #1702 and GBW #305 and #308 on a passenger special in West Bend. He truly enjoys
sitting astride his locos pulling car loads of kids of all ages. However, he can’t offer you a cab ride as you would not fit
in the cab all that well. Unless you happen to be in the area of nine inches tall that is.
Dave builds 1/8 scale trains. His house and property are encircled a couple of times with 7 ½ inch gauge tracks so he
can run them while at home. This is in addition to 1500 feet of “G” scale garden layout that shares the back yard with it’s
decidedly larger brethren.
So why is this of interest to
the GBWHS membership? Dave
and his lovely wife JoAnne just
happen to be major enthusiasts of
the Fox River Valley Railroad
with a minor in the Green Bay
and Western. When Dave and
JoAnne moved to West Bend in
1992, about a year before the
FRV was acquired by the
Wisconsin Central, the FRV
mainline adjoined the back of the
Gehrke’s yard allowing them to
develop a friendship with the
FRV crewmen. Dave and JoAnne
have several interesting stories
about their relationship with the
crews of which they will be
espousing during our annual
meeting on April the 25th (see
page 7 ).
A few years ago Dave came
David Gehrke
across a small four-wheel 7 ½ in
gauge loco along with one car and a caboose for sale. He thought that it would be great fun for his then teenaged son and
bought it to set up in his yard. Well you all know what happens when a father secures a train set for an offspring; the dad
ends up being bitten big time by the model railroading bug himself. And in this case the word “big” carries more than
one meaning.
Wanting to do something
a little more prototypical
in 1/8 scale, he started
casting about for larger
motive
power,
specifically a B-B
general purpose loco. He
found Tom Artzberger
who had been building
SW 1200’s. However, by
that time Tom had
switched to doing models
of ALCO RS-3’s. Now
one thing the reader
should retain in their
memories is JoAnne’s
desire to have a
locomotive painted in the
John Hagen FRV
yellow/Maroon
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scheme. Dave, knowing there was no way he would get away with doing a RS-3 in FRV’s colors, decided he could do a
RS-3 in the colors of another railroad they had previously lived near and developed a liking for; the Green Bay and
Western.
As
D a v e ’ s
recollection of
the
GB&W
goes back to
the 80’s and
90’s, he asked
Tom if it would
be possible to
build up a
chopped-nose
RS-20.
Tom said he
could rearrange
the electronics
to allow for the
low nose. That
was enough for
Dave as he
could build the
nose
himself
(Dave
had
been
David Gehrke
doing
sheet
metal fabrication for 14 years at the time). Thus
was born the #308 which was followed a couple of
years later by the #305.
So now it is fall of 2008 and JoAnne still did not
have her FRV loco. Tom Artzberger had moved to
Colorado and was now building narrow-gauge, 2 ½
inch scale steamers for 7 ½ inch gauge track. Dave,
who by this time was building the RS-3’s and
various other rolling stock on his own in his
combination garage/sheet metal shop, decided it
Both Photos by John Hagen

was time build a
GP-9. Over the
winter of 2008 2009 he built the
beautiful model of
FRV #1702 you see
on these pages.
Entirely designed
and built (other than
some cast pieces
like trucks and
couplers) by Dave,
it is a very well
done model of the
prototype, even to
the “torpedo” air
tanks on the roof.
Those air tanks
were a fair project

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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GBW’S SELEY HOPPER CARS
by Bob Hainstock
designed to haul
The evolution of
c o a l .
freight car design
Consequently,
has taken many
even
though
paths over the
steel
was
nearly 200 years
beco mi ng
that railroads have
popular for rail
been
carrying
car construction,
freight. In the
many railroads
beginning rail cars
preferred to use
often were simply
modified wagons.
Mainline Modeler/Bob Hainstock Collection wood in the
construction of
But the demands of
coal
carrying
the customers and
the rough conditions of rail service forced the railroads to cars. This would eventually change with the development
consider many improvements in design to increase the of different steel alloys that could handle the corrosion
problems caused by coal and steel construction became the
capacity and the safety of cars.
At the turn of the 20th century, most railroad freight cars primary method of coal car construction. Wood did make a
were built primarily of wood, with only a minimum of comeback during wartime when many types of rail cars
steel or iron components such as trucks and couplers. At were made of wood and steel. Cars of this construction
that time, loose or bulk commodities were often shipped in were known as “composite” cars in which wood was used
rail cars that were essentially flatcars with low side panels for side, end, floor and roof (where applicable) sheathing
added to them. Labor was cheap and the cars were simply with structural members being steel. Trucks, couplers,
unloaded by workers with shovels. But this was not the brakes components, etc. continued through the war pretty
most efficient means of unloading the cars and various much unchanged.
One of the earliest railroads built to haul coal was the
designs were tried to increase the capacity of the cars and
decrease the amount of time that it would take to unload Norfolk and Western. Although the N&W was best known
the cars. The size of railroad cars grew rapidly during this for its modern steam locomotives, it also was in the
era, with cars doubling in size in order to increase capacity. forefront of developing rolling stock to haul coal. C. A.
The use of iron and steel became a major factor in car Seley worked for the Norfolk and Western as a mechanical
construction in order to increase the capacity and longevity engineer. In 1900, his employer made news with a 40 ton
of freight cars.
Many railroads also
experimented with multi-purpose
cars during this era. One example
was a box car built with hopper
bottoms and collapsible slope sheets.
But often the wear and tear of use
made these movable parts difficult or
impossible to use. This led to
railroads developing cars designed to
haul specific commodities. In the
case of transporting bulk materials,
the hopper car evolved with its slope
ends and bottom doors to expedite
the unloading of the car.
One of the primary commodities
shipped by rail was coal and coal
also had characteristics that caused
corrosion problems with metal cars.
Dan Luedke Collection
This caused many railroads to resist
the usage of iron or steel for the construction of cars coal carrying car of his design. These cars featured higher
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the Howe-truss configuration was
used on the Mather series of freight
cars built soon after the Seley design
cars made their appearance.
Initially, the N&W built 500 cars
from this first design, then in 1901
they design was modified and
enlarged to create a 50 ton capacity
car that featured slope sheets and
actual hoppers. Cars built from Mr.
Seley’s design were used by a
number of eastern railroads. In
addition to the N&W, the D&H,
NYO&W, the SLSF, Seaboard, and
the Southern to name a few. Most of
these roads used these cars up until
about 1940. The Southern Railway
actually still had cars of this type in
revenue operation as late as the
1960’s.
One part of the design for the
Seley cars lasted into the 1980’s. The
Southern Railway had two groups of
Wood Chip cars rebuilt from older
JEFF BARTLETT COLLECTION
steel box cars that utilized the same
door operating mechanisms that were
sides than had generally been seen previously and were used on the original Seley cars.
Among the railroads using cars of this design was the
gondolas with four bottom doors. Mr. Seley’s design
featured an upside down “W” style metal truss support for Virginian Railway, a competitor of the N&W. Actually
the sides with wood sheathing, creating a 7-panel car with these cars were built originally for the Virginian
a blank center panel. This basic design of steel channels in predecessor railroad, the Deepwater. It is this group of

Roy Campbell
Used with permission
of Merrill Publishing Co
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Seley cars then that link us up to the GBW Seley hopper
cars.
The GBW and KGBW acquired a total of 30 of the
former Virginian Railway cars from General Equipment
Company in the years of 1922 and 1924. The first group of
8 cars for the GBW was purchased in April of 1922 for the
price of $6600 and assigned the numbers 4037-4051 (odd
numbers only). KGBW numbers 4401-4419 (odd numbers
only) were acquired in September of 1922 for the amount
of $8250. The last group of 12 cars were purchased by the
GBW in October of 1924 and assigned the numbers 40534075. The cars had an outside length of 34’4” and a width
of 9’ 7”, and their size was very similar to the steel cars
that eventually replaced them.
The cars do not show any obvious modifications or
improvements after their acquisition by the GBW. The cars
were lettered in a basic Roman style of lettering, but some
did receive the red “Green Bay Route” lettering found on
the steel cars. The KGBW cars were lettered with a
different arrangement and in a different font without any
emblem that I am aware of.
Photographic evidence of these cars is not hard to find,
if you look closely in the background of any of the several

published GBW steam photographs available. You will
generally find these cars lined up beneath one of the
GBW’s three coaling towers, or simply in the background
of various locomotive and car portraits.
Funaro and Camerlengo makes a resin kit of the
Southern car featuring a steel end. These cars can be
ordered online from the manufacturer or ordered through
Walthers. A wood end can be scratch built for a more
accurate model of the GBW and KGBW cars. I am
working on a modeling these cars and I hope to have at
least one of each version of these cars completed in time
for them to be featured in the next issue of Green Bay and
Western Lines.
Recently I was able to scan (copy) a conductor’s train
book from early 1929. And a few of these cars appear in
this book. The cars would have been loaded at C Riess
Coal Company and then transported to the various
customers along the GBW. On the pages for January 9,
1929 for example, you can see the KGBW #4409 loaded
and spotted at Milepost 88, Wisconsin River and GBW
#4061 on the train as an empty. The 4061 had been
previously spotted at MP88, Wisconsin River on January
5, 1929
-Bob Hainstock.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Both Photos by John Hagen

are battery powered, using four 24 volt,
axle-hung motors, mounted two per truck
as on the real thing. With four batteries
under the hood, these 1/8th size jewels run
up to 12 hours on a charge.
Dave will have a display at the
Titletown Train Show on April 25 & 26
and at other area shows. In addition, you
can ride behind his GBW and FRV locos
at his hone on the 6th and 7th of June and
15th and 16th of August this year. He will
also be running his big power come
September at the Milwaukee Light
Engineering Society’s railroad park in
Jackson. There will be more information
on the locos and their construction in a
forth coming issue.
.-John Hagen
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themselves being made
entirely of copper tubing.
Dave said there is something
like $175.00 in the copper
alone.
The cars seen in these photos
were mostly built by Dave,
including the Ann Arbor
hopper and the TOFC trailer
on a flat car built by a friend.
Dave markets his line of 1/8
scale trains under the name
West Bend Railcar Shops.
The 700 pound locomotives

-John Hagen Collection

Interior of
Combine #60

Date Unknown

-Neil Torssell
Collection
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The Editor Writes
The official GBWHS web site, gbwhs.org has been having
problems. While we may live in glory of a fallen flag
railroad wise, in the real world we are living in the year
2009. In this year, any 501c(3) non profit corporation worth
it’s tie plates had better have a functional, informative web
site up and running.
However, this is not necessarily the easiest thing to
accomplish. The quick and dirty method of “getting her
done” is to hire a professional webmaster and shovel mucho
dinero into his/her coffers. However we are a young,
growing organization devoted to a regional railroad.
Compared to the sea of potential dues paying members
available to organizations dedicated to railroads such as a
NYC, SP or CNW, we are drawing from a pond. While our
pond may be full of loyal and determined enthusiasts it’s
size can place limits on our cash supply.
The next best thing involves having an internet whiz-kid
within the organization. We have a few computer whizzes in
our crowd like Jesse Fameree, our vice-president, who
volunteered a few months ago to take on this daunting task.
Unfortunately, setting up and maintaining a web site is one
of those specialized areas of computerdom like photo
editing, vector graphics, spreadsheets, etc.. Things that I
have done and still do but when I looked into the workings
of our web site, I realized I had no clue of what was going
on.
Jesse did get a good looking site that appeared to be
capable of doing what we need up and running. Then, as
does happen when dealing with the cyber world, his
attempts to proceed to the next step sorta, well, tanked. Jesse
has grown up in the computer age and his skills can leave
me in the dust. Jesse is also going to school and working
making his available time limited. Most of you know Mark
Mathu has had his very well done greenbayroute.com site up
for sometime. Bob spoke with me regarding asking Mark’s
help but we determined to not ask him to use his already
sparse free time on our site. Mark works heavy hours and

has a large family to attend to. Plus, our site functionality
requirements are rather different than his.
Bob decided upon a course of action that would get Jesse
some help and rectify our “webitius”. First we (I helped a
tad here) have found an experienced person to act as a
consultant. He will get the site up to the functionally we
need and then be there to help in any future web
derailments…..for free! Next Bob cast about for a cowebmaster and found one in the guise of recently retired
Randy Jacques. Finally, just in case we end up with burned
bridges, he has appointed an emergency back-up geezer, ah,
make that guy.
Starting the first weekend of April, our intrepid
consultant will be holding web site operations classes for
Jesse, Randy and yours truly. The week following you will
start seeing some upgrades. It won’t happen overnight but
we are now on the right track.

Green Bay & Western Lines Wish List
It has been suggested to me that I should publish a “Wish List” of
items wanted/needed for this newsletter. And you know, I think
that is a pretty good idea. So here goes.

Comments - on the newsletter, it’s current and future
content , layout, editing, etc.
Models – Rolling stock, buildings, vehicles, anything that
you modeled after a GBW related.
Layouts – photos/descriptions of yours or a friend’s layout.
Can be in any state of completion.
Prototype information - Any
Photos of any GBW related line. Your own photos or
photos of others as long as you have the right to
authorize publication.
Photo Studies and/or Drawings of any GBW related
rolling stock, vehicle, industry, station, yard, sidings,
trackwork, signs, fussee’s, lanterns, marker lights, etc.
If it’s GBW related, we want it.
Narratives—First, second, third or whatever hand accounts
of actual operations of any of the GBW related lines.
GB&W Combine #60

Date and location unknown

-Neil Torssell Collection
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0-6-0 #145 (nee #60) date unknown. Your editor is currently working on a HO version of this loco. Can’t really promise
a completion date; I have been working on an O scale model of a RS-2 as they appeared around 1954 since 1993! I
promise a much faster build time for this one.
In that light, can anyone tell me if the 145 ever received a power reverse? I haven’t been able to find any
documentation of one being installed. In this picture she still retains the Johnson Bar method of reversing which is
interesting as most of the other 0-6-0’s on the roster were so up-graded. Johnson Bars made for a lot of work on a
switcher.
-C.Caine Photo, Bob Hainstock Collection

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society

FRV
The goal of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc. is to preserve the history of the Green Bay and
Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and
artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the public through our
GBWHS newsletter, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit, Wisconsin Corporation.
We have a quarterly newsletter, our initial special run model is now on the market, are currently seeking a
restoration project and we are creating our historical archives.
Help is needed, in many forms, from writing articles for our newsletter, helping with the archives and
cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW equipment, and
developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of what we are
building. For more information contact:

Telephone 920-338-0935
Email:
Bob Hainstock at bhtrainman@yahoo.com
Postal Mail: GBWHS c/o Bob Hainstock, 158 Hilltop Drive, Green Bay WI 54301

Here's your chance to get involved in preserving the
history of the Green Bay and Western Railroad!
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The GBWHS, Inc.
Company Store

We have these A&W reefer’s by Accurail in stock. You do
NOT want to miss out this first GBWHS special run car.
Remember there were only five of the prototypes making this

The Engine House Services Kit of the GBW’s Green Bay
Depot and Offices. A laser cut plastic kit of the last version of
the depot and offices, era mid sixties up to the 1977 fire that
destroyed it. This version has the asphalt shingles and fire escape
install during the last rebuilding of the depot.

one of the rarest of them all! Two numbers, 3001 & 3004
(that’s forty percent of the fleet), are available. The price is
$24.95 for one car or $44.95 for both numbers, plus $5
shipping. There is a $2.00 per car discount for members of
the GBWHS. Order one, two or five (we have decals for the
other 3 numbers) of these rare beauties now. I think I can in
all honesty state when they're gone, they are gone!
Member’s Price $260

Non Member Price $275

The Green Bay & Western Steam Era
Photo CD
Locomotive Photos from the Roy Campbell Collection
Edited by Thomas E. Burg

GBWHS STORE ORDER FORM
(copy this form to preserve your newsletter)

A must for GBWHS members,
GBW steam fans or rail fans in general!
This CD contains 167 classic images of
GBW steam from #1 through those
Magnificent 400‘s
Plus other GBW historical information

Mail your order to:

Available through your

GBWHS
$15.00 Member Price ($20 non-member) + 3.00 s/h
Published by
Merrill Publishing Associates, P.O. Box 51, Merrill, WI 54452

REFERENCE MATERIALS
DRAWINGS
The Green Bay Junction yard and depot drawing,
circa 1926.
Norwood Yard Property arrangement
Trackage at Eastman and Quincy St
Track arrangement at Luxemburg
Shipping

$5.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$4.00

Other items in development stages:
Coming soon! More drawings, plus a GBW right of way
standards book is being developed. This book features track and
sign standards found on the GBW right of way. Prices TBA
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Green Bay and Western Historical Society
158 Hilltop Drive
Green Bay, WI, 54301
Ship to:
Name _______________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City_______________________State___ Zip Code __________
Photo CD
_________
Drawings:
GB Jct
_________
Norwood
_________
Eastman & Quincy
_________
Luxemburg
_________
Depot Kit
Please reserve one A&W car for $24.95
or both $44.95
plus total shipping
minus my membership discounts
Total

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

